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IMMEDIATE RELEASE
USD PROFESSOR SEES WAR T HREAT IN KASHM IR PROB L EM
SAN DIEGO, Calif. - -The United State s may s ome day soon confront
the Soviet Union in the dispute between India and P akistan over the control
of Kashmir, according to Dr. A. Paul The il, Un i v er s Hy of San Diego professo :::- c.
In his new book,

11

Kashmir: Storm Over A s ia,

11

pub lished by Stromme/

International, La Jolla, Theil says the United States must continue to exert
its influence in South Asia.

Theil is a consultant to the government on

matters concerning South Asia.
This interest must continue, though it is challenged by the Soviet Union,
and though Red China continues its incursion into India, gaining territory under
a bilateral agreement with Pakistan, Theil said.
Theil, chairman of the political science department of USD College for

Men, is a former foreign correspondent and also did his war service in South
Asia.

He has also been a commentator with a major radio network, and had

served as a government news editor and comment a tor.
Kashmir, a state in nothern India, is claimed by Pakistan, Theil said.
"We are dealing with a matter of territorial control, but the Inda-Pakistan
question is made much more complicated because there is the centuries of
Hindu-Moslem distrust--even hatred.
(more)

u.s.d. add--2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2-2
"Add to this the diverse ideologies and symbols which represent power
for both countries, and you have an enormously e xplosive situation, " he said.
He added, "Although the Vietnam conflict has held the attention of the

American public almost exclusively, the contind.r:.g crisis between India and
Pakistan threatens to bring the two South Asian countries to the point of war.
The threat of potential conflict will involve the major powers, and other
countries beyond the borders of the immediate threat. "
He notes that the United States and the Soviet Union have consistently
held opposing positions in all £i ve of the world I s major confrontations:

The

Middle East, Germany, Vietnam, Korea and Kashmir.
"More important,

11

Theil said, "is that we aluo stand against the

positions of Red China in regard to the last three of these." The inclusion of
Red China doubles the potential for trouble in_ the area, he writes in his book.
"The question of a political settlement for Kashmir has twice brought
India and Pakistan into shooting wars- -in 1948 and again in 1965, " Theil notes.
"In these instances, the United Nations was successful in bringing
about a cease-fire; but for more than twenty years, it has been unable to
achieve a political settlement. "
The final solution to the problem of Kashmir is almost sure to come
as the result of another war, Theil warned.

Kashmir remains an unresolved

problem that may soon threaten world peace.
Theil' s other publications include "Dancing Ground of the Sun,
"Ceylon: Politics of Nationalizing."
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